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Dogs have a powerful olfactory system, which is used in many areas of the

police and military to detect drugs, human remains, and explosives, among

other items. Despite these powerful detection abilities, methods assessing

the performance (MAP) of dogs remain scarce, and have never been

validated. In particular, scientific knowledge on post-training

performance assessments is scarce. To validate a quantitative MAP, an

efficient detection dog (DD) must first be defined. Here, we aimed to

define what an efficient DD is, and to develop a quantitative MAP.

Specifically, we conducted 1) an international survey sent to professional

DD practitioners (n = 50), and 2) an experimental assay on cadaver and drug

DDs (n = 20). Based on the survey, efficient DDs were defined as confident

animals, making few mistakes, alerting to the presence of target odors as

close as possible, able to strategically screen the search area effectively,

independent and not easily distracted. The developed quantitative MAP was

based on video tracking DDs in a circular behavioral arena, in which the error

rate of DD was recorded, including accuracy and the strategy level. Previous

studies have already demonstrated that DDs are usually confidant. Guidance

was not assessed during MAP development; however, handlers could not

guide DDs during the search session. Based on this method, future studies

should evaluate DD performance throughout the entire training process.

Suchmonitoring would allow thresholds to be determined, allowing efficient

DDs to be identified, along with the effect of certain factors on performance

(e.g., dogs breed, gender, and training aids used during DD conditioning).
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Introduction

Dogs are efficient scent detection animals. Their powerful olfactory system and their

ability to be trained explain why they are used in so many police and military applications

as bio-detectors (e.g., drug, human remains, explosive) (Harper and Furton, 2007;

Quignon et al., 2012; Jezierski et al., 2014; Polgár et al., 2016; Hackner and Pleil,
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2017; Martin et al., 2020). Despite their high potential, low

performance is sometimes observed in detection dogs (DDs),

which might be due to a lack of knowledge on their

neurophysiology and related behaviors (Beebe et al., 2016;

Jamieson et al., 2017; Lazarowski et al., 2020). An operational

DD is the result of several factors: 1) selecting a promising puppy,

2) conducting efficient training, and 3) continuously assessing

the dog’s working performance (Beebe et al., 2016; Polgár et al.,

2016; Thrailkill et al., 2018; Martin et al., 2020). However, current

methods used to assess the performance (MAP) of dogs are

limited, and require validation. Here, we aimed to fill this

knowledge gap.

Puppies are generally selected based on both anatomical and

behavioral traits. Cranial anatomy and ability to thermoregulate

are good biological indicators for selecting breeds to optimize

odor perception by avoiding panting behavior which divert the

inhaled air to the respiratory tract instead of the nose. Individual

dogs are selected based on temperament. For instance, a social,

cooperative, and confident puppy with a particular motivation to

be trained (usually observed by a high reward drive) is preferred

by handlers (Gazit and Joseph, 2003; Hussein et al., 2012; Beebe

et al., 2016; Jamieson et al., 2017; Martin et al., 2020).

The second factor for producing an operational DD is the

type of training that is implemented, particularly the olfactory

stimuli used (termed training aids). Training aids must be

representative of the target odor to avoid false identification

(Porritt et al., 2015; Martin et al., 2020). While training methods

are typically based on positive reinforcement (operant

conditioning), training aids are diverse, with limited

investigations on how they impact DD performance. Three

types of olfactory training aids are commonly used: genuine

materials, pseudo-scents, and non-pseudo alternatives. Genuine

material is the target odor itself, and is the recommended aid

(Simon et al., 2020). Pseudo-scents are synthetic aids that, ideally,

mimic the smell of the genuine material (Stadler et al., 2012;

Tipple et al., 2014). Non-pseudo alternatives include dilution,

encapsulation, ad/absorption, or extraction of the targeted odor

(Simon et al., 2020). The representability of pseudo-scents had

been questioned (Stadler et al., 2012), while non-pseudo scent

alternatives require validation (Simon et al., 2020).

Assessing the performance of working dogs allows the

evolution of their field efficiency to be followed, and to correct

for errors. However, scientific knowledge on post-training

performance assessment remains scarce (Brady et al., 2018;

Lazarowski et al., 2020). Most studies assess DD performance

by measuring the duration (speed) and precision (number of false

positives) of a task (Jezierski et al., 2014; Jamieson et al., 2017;

Bennett et al., 2020). However, these approaches are not based on

any definition of what is considered an efficient DD. This raises

questions about the validity of these measures to assess DD

performance. Hence, there is a need to define what an efficient

DD is, to allow the development of a validated quantitative MAP

(Johnen et al., 2013).

Thus, here, we aimed to define what an efficient DD is, and to

develop a quantitative MAP. To accomplish this, we conducted

1) an international survey sent to professional DD practitioners

(n = 50), and 2) an experimental assay performed on cadaver and

drug DDs (n = 20). Our results are expected to help define what

an efficient DD is, and generate a baseline quantitative MAP.

Materials and methods

Survey

A survey (LimeSurvey®) containing six questions based on

empirical information (DD handlers in Belgium) and scientific

literature (Table 1) was compiled. This survey was sent to the

international police network for law enforcement dog

professionals (Kynopol). The agency then forwarded the

survey to all affiliated DD brigades globally. Twenty-five

handlers and 25 brigade supervisors from Europe answered

the survey between March 30 and 27 April 2021.

Quantitative methods assessing the
performance

Four human remains DD-handler teams (sex of dogs: male;

breed: Springer spaniel) and 16 drug DD-handler teams (sex of

dogs: nine males and seven females; breed: six Springer spaniels,

eight Belgian shepherds, and two German shepherds) were used

to validate a new quantitative method to assess performance

(MAP) (Figure 1). All teams belonged to the Belgian federal

police DACH (canine support direction). DDs belonged to

operational police forces, and had between 2 and 6 years of

experience, with the exception of four dogs (1 year of

experience). All dogs received training three times a week.

Except for the one-year-operational DDs (for which no

statistical analyses were available), drug DDs had performed

165 ± 35 police operations per year, while human remains DDs

had performed 13 ± 3 police operations per year.

Each dog-handler team participated to three sessions,

separated at 1-month intervals. These sessions were

considered by handlers as one of their dog’s weekly training

sessions. Each session included 10 trials of target odor tasks in an

arena (6 × 8 m) kept at 20°C. One session lasted about 2 h per

dog. Between sessions, the room was naturally ventilated for 1 h,

and the floor was cleaned with soap (Dettol®) to remove all odors

from previous sessions. Twenty-five cinderblocks were placed in

half a circle (d = 6 m, Figure 1). An empty plastic cup was placed

in each cinderblock. In eight of the 10 trials, four distractive odors

and one target odor (see odor section) were randomly placed in

some of the 10 cups using “alea” function in excel. All other cups

were filled with blank gauzes. Two control trials were included in

each session: distractive odors only were dispatched in the blocks
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for Trial 1, and at random in one of the other nine trials. Handlers

were advised that the first trial was a control one. This first

control was performed to confirm that the arena was not

contaminated by previous assays. Regarding the second

control, we advised handlers that some control searches were

implemented through the session. However, they were not aware

of the number of controls per session neither when the control

was performed, to have a double-blind assay. To avoid cross

contamination, the experimenter changed gloves between the

placement of distractive odors and target odor in the arena. To

prevent the experimenter smell providing a clue for the dog to

reach the target odor, all the blocks were touched with one hand

without gloves before the beginning of the trial.

Each trial was initiated by placing the dog at an equal distance

from each odor source (Figure 1). A Go-Pro camera, hanging from

the ceiling (h = 3 m) was used to record how dogs worked. The Go-

Pro was directly connected to a video monitor outside the arena

(hidden experimenter), allowing live observation. To avoid the

“clever Hans” effect” (Sebeok and Rosenthal, 1981), the handler

did not know whether the test was a control or target search. The

handler was allowed to stay next to their dog to give commands, but

was not allowed to guide the dog by pointing out any area of the

arena. The signal to end the trial was given by the handler, by orally

indicating the presence or absence of a target odor to the

experimenter, as well as its position, if applicable. If the position

was correct, handlers stopped the search and rewarded their dogs, if

not, the search was stopped without rewarding dogs.

Odor

Four distractive odors were used for the quantitative MAP;

namely, chocolate, toilet spray (Air Wick® aerosol, pure spring
dew), fresh basil, and coffee. A week before a session, 20 sterile

gauzes per odor were placed in a 2 L glass bottles containing

20 g chocolate, 20 g fresh basil, 20 g ground coffee, or was

sprayed for 20 s with an odor spray. The bottles were then kept

sealed at ambient temperature. The target odor for human

remains DDs, provided by DD handlers, was made of

paperclips that had been placed 1 month before each

session in a plastic container with decaying human tissue.

Paperclips were used as odor carriers for decaying human

TABLE 1 Survey sent to DD handlers belonging to the Kynopol network. For each question, a grade from 1 (strongly disagree) to 10 (totally agree) had
to be given.

Questions

Q1 The faster a detection dog finds its target, the better it performs

Q2 The more strategically a detection dog looks for its target, the better it performs. (The dog always proceeds in the same way; it does not look for the target randomly, but
seems to follow a structured search procedure. For example, the dog always screens the area from the left to the right)

Q3 The more errors in detection (i.e., false negatives) a detection dog provides, the less successful it is (False negatives = the dog does not mark the target, even though it is
present)

Q4 The more errors in detection (i.e., false positives) a detection dog provides, the less successful it is (False positives = the dog marks when no target is present or at a distance
higher than 15 cm from the target when present)

Q5 The more accurate a detection dog is, the better it performs. (The dog’s accuracy is defined as the ability of the dog to mark as close as possible to the target as possible)

Q6 The more a detection dog needs to be guided, the less successful it is. (“to be guided”means that the handler has to indicate the direction to the dog by verbal and/or physical
encouragement. In this case, the dog does not screen the area by itself, and its handler has to do a systematic search to be certain that the entire area is correctly checked)

Q7 The more confident a detection dog is, the better he performs. (The dog’s confidence is defined as its ability to mark the target on the first pass without having to repeatedly
pass it)

FIGURE 1
Behavioral arena formed of half circle cinderblocks, in which
plastic cups were placed containing distractive and target odors.
The dog started the odor search trial at an equal distance from
each cinderblock. The handler stayed next to the detection
dog (DD) to provide comments (motivation and starting), but was
not allowed to guide the dog by pointing out any blocks. The
experimenter stayed outside the arena to avoid the “clever Hans”
effect, and followed the dog’s behavior on a screen linked to the
camera placed above the arena.
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smell because it allows to trap a small amount of odors to

avoid to saturate the arena with the decaying smell. The target

odor for drug DDs was 1 g pure heroine, provided by the drug

detection canine brigade supervisor placed in a plastic

zipper bag.

Data collection

Video recordings were analyzed with tracking software

(Ethovision®, Noldus®, Bejing China). Collected variables

included: search duration, target frequency, zero angle,

target angle, eye contact, previous angle, previous target

angle, number of false negatives, number of false positives,

distance of search (see Table 2 for descriptions of the

variables). We hypothesized angles could be indicators of

strategy, in particular if dogs always use same angles

through searches.

Qualitative methods assessing the
performance by handlers and brigade
supervisors

Information on dogs was collected through interviews

with handlers and two brigade supervisors (one supervisor

for human remains DDs and one for drug DDs) prior the

quantitative MAP took place. The supervisors were asked to

grade the performance of their dogs during police operations

(Table 3).

Statistics

1) Survey and Qualitative MAP: Unpaired Student’s t-tests

(“t-test” command, R-package stats, R studio) were used to

compare the responses of surveyed international handlers and

brigade supervisors. In addition to ranking different criteria in

terms of importance, ANOVA was performed. 2) Quantitative

MAP: To test for consistency between the three sessions of

each DD, a PermMANOVA was performed on behavioral

measures, including a type-one Bonferroni correction and

999 permutations (“adonis” command, R-package vegan,

(Oksanen et al., 2017), R studio). The results of the

PermMANOVA were illustrated using principal compound

analysis (PCA) (“PCA” command, R-package FactoMineR, R

studio). If no differences between sessions were detected, the

mean and variance of each variable were calculated, except for

false positive and false negative numbers, which were added

together to obtain a global error rate. 3) Co-inertia analysis

(COIA) (“coinertia” command, R-package ade4, R studio) was

selected to enhance correlations among qualitative and

quantitative MAPs (Dolédec and Chessel, 1994). To

perform the COIA, a standard multivariate analysis as PCA

was first computed on each MAP data set: qualitative MAP

(PCA handlers MAP and PCA supervisors MAP) and quantitative

MAP (PCA quantitative MAP) (“dudipca” command, R-package

ade4, R studio). This method provided three pairs of axes:

PCA (D1, D2) handlers MAP; PCA (D1, D2) supervisors MAP and

PCA (D1, D2) quantitative MAP. The COIA uses the first plan of

two PCAs to identify common trends in both datasets (by

selecting axes that maximized the square covariance). Hence,

three COIAs were performed allowing pairwise comparisons

between each PCA: (COIA 1: PCA handlers MAP vs. PCA

supervisors MAP, COIA 2: PCA handlers MAP vs. PCA quantitative

MAP; COIA 3: PCA supervisors MAP vs. PCA quantitative MAP). The

global correlation or co-structure of each COIA was measured

by the RV coefficient (multivariate extension of the Pearson

correlation coefficient), which ranged from 0 to 1, whereby a

high RV-coefficient indicated a high degree of co-structure

(Robert and Escoufier, 1976). COIA 1 allowed us to compare

the evaluation of dogs by handlers versus the brigade

TABLE 2 Descriptions of the variables collected per trial from video recordings of the arena. Ten trials of odor searchwere conducted across sessions.
(Parameters identified by * are presented in Supplementary Figure S1).

Measured parameters Definitions

Target frequency Number of times the dog walked next to the target (max. 50 cm)

Search duration Time between the handler search command and detection of the target by the dog

Distance of search Distance the dog roamed between handler search command and detection of the target

Number of false positives Number of trials (including control) the dog responded to an untargeted odor or at a distance >15 cm around the target

Number of false negatives Number of trials in which the dog did not signal a target odor while present

Zero angle* Angle between the starting direction of the dog’s body and the extreme left of the arena

Target angle* Angle between the starting direction of the dog’s body and the position of the target

Previous angle* Angle between the starting point of the trial and the starting point of the previous trial

Previous target angle* Angle between the starting point of the trial and the target angle of the previous trial

Eye contact Number of times the dog looked to its handler per trial
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supervisors. COIA 2 and 3 allowed us to compare the handlers

and brigade supervisors qualitative MAP using the developed

quantitative MAP. When a trend was highlighted between two

axes (PCA dimensions), the axes correlations (behavioral

parameters of PCA handlers and PCA supervisors, and

measured data for PCA quantitative MAP) were confirmed

using a correlation test (“cor.test” command, R-package

stats, R studio) on variables explaining each axis.

Results

Survey

Twenty-five international DD handlers and 25 international

DD brigade supervisors responded the survey about efficient

DDs. The t-tests performed on each question (parameter)

showed no difference in the responses of handlers versus

supervisors: rapidity (t47,205 = −1.121; p-value = 0.268),

strategy (t47,699 = −1.614; p-value = 0.113), false negative

(t41,979 = −1.786; p-value = 0.081), false positive

(t47,582 = −0.907; p-value = 0.369), accuracy (t44,35 = −0.583;

p-value = 0.563), confidence (t43,912 = −1.729; p-value = 0.091),

and guidance (t47,258 = −0.096; p-value = 0.924). The survey

parameters to assess performance were grouped according to

their importance (F6 = 91.04; p-value < 0.001; Figure 2): major

importance (confidence, false positive, and false negative),

medium importance (accuracy, strategy, and guidance) and

minor importance (rapidity).

Quantitative methods assessing the
performance accuracy

The means and standard deviations of each variable

studied during the 490 trials were calculated and are

presented, per session, in Table 4. When comparing

recorded false positives and false negatives, DDs did not

miss a target so often but could sometimes mark areas of

the arena where the target was not present. Regarding the

distance, dogs mostly focused their search around the

cinderblock circle explaining the small distance covered in

the arena during trials. DDs usually needed to pass next to the

target several times before to show its presence to the

handlers. During trials, eye contacts with handlers were

mainly observed when dogs marked the target instead of

during the search time. Finally, no particular pattern was

observed regarding the angles studies in the quantitative

MAP. The PermMANOVA highlighted no difference in

behavioral responses across the three sessions (F2,57 =

1.449; p-value = 0.122; Supplementary Figure S2).

Therefore, we can confirm that the accuracy of the

quantitative MAP is respected.

Principal compound analysis analyses

To interpret the COIAs, each PCA was first described

(PCA handlers MAP, PCA supervisors MAP and PCA quantitative

MAP) (Figure 3). The first factorial plane of the PCA handlers

MAP explained 52.2% of variation in the handler’s evaluation.

The five variables loaded on the first dimension (D1) were:

Search efficiency, Sensibility to low concentration, False

negative level, Ranking given by handlers, and Presence of

a strategy (Table 3). The second dimension (D2) was

explained by: Strategy, Sensitivity to high concentration,

Efficacity of the strategy, and Rapidity (Table 3). The first

factorial plane PCA supervisor MAP explained 71.3% of

variation in the supervisor’s evaluation (Figure 3). The five

variables loaded on the first dimension were: Efficacity of the

strategy, Strategy level, Search efficacity, Rapidity, and Level

of false positives. The second dimension was explained by:

TABLE 3 Evaluation of detection dog (DD) operational performance by handlers and brigade supervisors. For each question, a graduation from 0 (no)
to 10 (absolutely) was used.

Criteria Questions of the survey

Strategy Q1 Does the dog follow a particular strategy when performing a search?

Efficiency of the strategy Q2 Does the strategy seem efficient?

Guidance Q3 Does the dog need to be guided by the handler during the search?

False negative level Q4 Is the dog predisposed to produce false negative answers?

False positive level Q5 Is the dog predisposed to produce false positive answers?

Sensitivity to low concentration Q7 Is the dog able to find low concentrated target odors?

Sensitivity to high concentration Q8 Is the dog able to find high concentrated target odors?

Rapidity Q9 Does the dog quickly find the target when it is present?

Search efficiency Q10 Does the dog have a good search level?

Ranking Q11 What is the rank of the dog’s performance among DDs?
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Guidance, Ranking, Sensibility to high concentration, Search

efficacity, and Level of false positives. The PCA quantitative MAP

explained 56.7% of variability in dog behavioral parameters

(Figure 3). The criteria loaded on the first dimension were:

Variance of frequency, Mean distance, Variance of distance,

Variance of search time, Mean of frequency, Mean of time,

and Variance in eye contact number. The second dimension

was explained by: Variance of starting point angle, Mean of

previous angle, Variance of targeted angle, Number of false

negatives, Variance of previous angle, Mean starting angle,

Number of false positives, and Mean of search time.

Comparison of both qualitative methods
assessing the performance (handlers and
supervisors)

The COIA comparing the evaluation of dog performance by

handlers versus brigade supervisors covered 86% of the observed

variability in both qualitative MAPs (Supplementary Figure S2).

Despite, similarities between both qualitative MAPs (RV = 0.31) no

agreement between the two groups when assessing the performance

of the same DDwas observed. In fact, none of the qualitative criteria

were correlated (R2 = −0.47, D1handlers vs. D1supervisor: t18 = 1.982;

p-value = 0.063, D1handlers vs. D2supervisor: t18 = −0.926; p-value =

0.366 and D2handlers vs. D1supervisor: t18 = 0.565; p-value = 0.579);

except one (D2handlers vs. D2supervisor: t18 = −2.220; p-value = 0.039).

However, no agreement was found when comparing the variables

explaining second dimensions in handlers’ and in supervisors’

qualitative MAPs, illustrating differences in rating DDs

operational performance’ criteria (Table 3).

Quantitative methods assessing the
performance validation

The COIA quantitative MAP vs. supervisors MAP explained 79.5% of

total variability observed in both MAPs. The similarities between

FIGURE 2
Importance of different criteria on the performance of detection dogs (DDs). These criteria were based on surveys completed by 25 DD brigade
supervisors and 25 DD handlers. For a description of the criteria, see Table 1. More important criteria had higher ratings (modalities sharing the same
letters are not different p > 0.05).

TABLE 4 Means and standard deviations of each studied quantitative MAP variables, in each of the 3 sessions (1-month intervals).

S1 S2 S3 All sessions

Search duration (s) 17.7 ± 1.1 18.1 ± 1.1 19.45 ± 1.5 18.42 ± 0.7

Distance of search (m) 21.1 ± 1.1 24 ± 1.36 23.6 ± 1.6 22.9 ± 0.8

Number of false positives 8 14 8 30

Number of false negatives 2 1 3 6

Eye contact 10.1 ± 0.1 12 ± 0.1 8.4 ± 0.2 10.14 ± 0.1

Target frequency 1.83 ± 0.1 2 ± 0.1 1.2 ± 0.1 1.9 ± 0.05

Zero angle (°) 66 ± 5 55 ± 3.8 44 ± 4 55.02 ± 2

Target angle (°) 25.6 ± 1.9 29 ± 4.2 26.51 ± 1.6

Previous angle (°) 48 ± 3.8 64.12 ± 4.1 57.1 ± 4 56.43 ± 2.3

Previous target angle (°) 69.5 ± 4 73.8 ± 4.3 75.1 ± 4.3 72.81 ± 2.38
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bothMAPs identified a low level of concordance (RV = 0.23), which

was confirmed by the absence of correlation between variables of the

two first dimensions of both PCAs (quantitative MAP and

Supervisor MAP). DD performance could not be assessed in the

quantitative MAP, as supervisors assessed their performance during

the qualitative MAP (D1PCA supervisors MAP vs. D1PCA quantitative MAP:

t18 = −1.10; p-value = 0.287, D1PCA supervisors MAP vs. D2PCA quantitative

MAP: t18 = −0.55; p-value = 0.589, D2PCA supervisors MAP vs. D2PCA

quantitative MAP: t18 = −0.27; p-value = 0.792 and D2PCA supervisors MAP

vs. D1PCA quantitative MAP: t18 = 1.07; p-value = 0.297). The COIA

quantitative MAP vs. handlers MAP explained 81.3% of total variability

observed in both MAPs. The similarities between MAPs were

slightly higher than those for COIA quantitative MAP vs. Handlers MAP

(RV = 0.34; Figure 3). A correlation test was performed on both

dimensions from the first plan of the PCA quantitative MAP and PCA

handlers MAP. Only the second dimension of the qualitative MAP was

correlated with the first dimension of the quantitative MAP (D1PCA

handlers MAP vs. D1PCA quantitative MAP: t18 = −0.57; p-value = 0.577,

D1PCA handlers MAP vs. D2PCA quantitative MAP: t18 = −1.22; p-value =

0.238, D2PCA handlers MAP vs. D2PCA quantitative MAP: t18 = 1.20;

p-value = 0.246 and D2PCA handlers MAP vs. D1PCA quantitative MAP:

t18 = −3.59; p-value = 0.002). Some criteria of the handler evaluation

FIGURE 3
| Coinertia analyses (I) including the correlation (II) between the evaluation of the handlers or supervisor (top right correlation circle). A Rapidity;
B: Strategy level; C: Strategy efficacity; D: False negative; E: False positive; F: Sensitivity to low concentration; G: Sensitivity to high concentration; H:
Guidance; I: Search efficacity; J: Ranking. The data were measured during the behavioral tests (top left correlation circle). a: variance of angle
between the start point and the target; b: number of false negative; c: number of false positive; d: mean of angle between the start point and the
target; e: variance in eye contact; f: variance of frequency target zone visit; g: mean of distance; h: mean of frequency target zone visit; i: variance of
search time; j: mean of search time; k: variance distance; l: mean starting point angle;m:mean precedent angle; n: variance starting point; o: variance
previous angle, p: mean angle previous target; q: mean eye contact; r: variance previous target). The correlation between the dimensions of each
correlation circle is represented in the two circles. Red: PCA dimension of the experiment; blue: PCA dimension of the evaluation of handler and
supervisor, respectively. (The contribution of each variable is provided on the correlation circle).
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were correlated with some measures in the quantitative MAP. One

such correlation was detected in COIA quantitative MAP vs. handlers MAP:

D2PCA handlers MAP vs. D1PCA quantitative MAP (t18 = −3.59; p-value =

0.002). To confirm this result, each variable from the first dimension

of PCA quantitative MAP was tested with each criterion of evaluation

from the second dimension of PCA handlers MAP using a correlation

test. Six correlations were recorded: strategy level versus variance

frequency (t18 = −2.32; p-value = 0.033; R2 = −0.48), strategy level

versus variance in the distance (t18 = −2.55; p-value = 0.020;

R2 = −0.51), efficacity of the strategy versus variance frequency

(t18 = −2.94; p-value = 0.009; R2 = −0.57); efficacity of the strategy

versus mean distance (t18 = −2.32; p-value = 0.033; R2 = −0.44);

efficacity of the strategy versus variance in distance (t18 = −2.98;

p-value = 0.008; R2 = −0.57), and efficacity of the strategy versus

variance in time (t18 = −2.46; p-value = 0.024; R2 = −0.50). Thus,

certain qualitative criteria in the evaluation used by handlers could

be linked with quantitative measures in the quantitative MAP.

Discussion

This study identified and validated criteria for selecting

appropriate detection dogs. Through our international survey, the

defining the performance of DDs were delineated in order of

importance: major (confidence, false positives, and false negatives),

moderate (accuracy, strategy, and guidance), minor (rapidity). As

such, efficient detection dogs were defined as confident animals,

making few mistakes, alerting to the presence of target odors as close

as possible, able to strategically screen the search area effectively,

independent and not easily distracted. Team supervisors and dog

handlers had different opinions regarding the qualitative MAPs of

testedDDs. Only the qualitativeMAPof handlers was correlatedwith

quantitative measures, indicating that handlers were more reliable

than supervisors in assessing DD performance. This difference was

attributed to handlers knowing the strengths and weaknesses of their

dogs better. This study provides new insights on how to define

efficient DDs, and the reliability of the identified criteria as good

predictors of performance.

The three criteria of major importance (confidence, false

positives, and false negatives) supported the published literature

(Meester et al., 2008; Sinn et al., 2010; Cablk and Sagebiel, 2011;

Alexander et al., 2015; Martin et al., 2020). A dog’s confidence is

typically measured as a fear response to a stimulus; specifically,

the more confident the dog, the less fearful (Meester et al., 2008;

Fratkin et al., 2015; Beebe et al., 2016). Hence, an efficient DD

should express no fear (e.g., shaking, salivation) when

performing searches. Fearful DDs should be scarce, as dogs

should trained based on a positive reinforcement method,

which reduces undesirable behaviors, including fear (Hiby

et al., 2004; Blackwell et al., 2008). A good indicator of fear is

the eye contact avoidance even if no correlation was observed on

our data (Rooney et al., 2009). Eye contact can also be a good

indicator of the intensity of the relation between the dog and the

handler (Hare and Morgan, 2021). Reduced number of errors

(including false positives and false negatives) is also a major

criterion (Cablk and Sagebiel, 2011; Alexander et al., 2015).

Errors may result from unintentional handler cues promoting

DD responses (Curran et al., 2010; Greatbatch et al., 2015), or

inappropriate training aids (Tipple et al., 2014; Rice and Koziel,

2015; Hayes et al., 2018), inadequate and variable training and

working methods (Lit and Crawford, 2006; Lazarowski et al.,

2019). Such errors should be identified during training or

operation, and should be corrected by handlers to avoid

recurrence. Previous studies highlight that sniffing duration

represents a good way of identifying errors; the shorter the

duration, the more correct the response (Concha et al., 2014).

False positives and false negatives rates were calculated during

the MAP validation. However, comparison of error rates to the

level of error (false positives and negatives) identified by handlers

and supervisors during MAP validation in our study showed no

relationship; thus, it was not possible to delineate an acceptance

threshold for errors to rank DDs. The mean error rates (false

positives and false negatives rates) measured in this study could

be used as tentative thresholds: 5% false positives and 1% false

negatives. Other studies investigating the performance of DDs

recorded success rate ranging of 83%–100% (Gazit and Joseph,

2003; Porritt et al., 2015; Angle et al., 2016; Dickey and Junqueira,

2021), with our results falling within this range.

Accuracy, as well as the strategy of the dog and guidance by the

handler were of moderate importance when assessing DD

performance. In our study, accuracy was defined as the ability of

the dog to detect the targeted odor source, based on Cablk and

Sagebiel (2011). Hence, accuracy was closely correlated with the level

of error. For instance, if the dog marked the target odor too far away

(that is more than 15 cm), it was considered as a false positive. Before

the current study, there is no precedent on acceptable target-marks

distance. Yet, this criterion is highly important, especially during

police operations when odor sources must be detected with high

precision, particularly if dangerous (e.g., explosive). Existing studies

on DD search strategies were also lacking in the published literature.

Our quantitativeMAP showed that search strategies could be defined

as the search behavior in a known environment. Because variance is a

measure of data dispersion, the search strategy level was mainly

explained by the variance of certain parameters (frequency of visiting

the target zone, search time, and search distance), rather than the

mean value. As all observed correlations were negative, the closer to

the mean that a dog performs its search, the more strategic it is. In a

known environment, then search behavior should be consistent,

when defining a good dog strategy. This criterion could be

assessed using the duration and distance covered by the search,

including the number of times the dog passes at predefined distance

thresholds of the target before reporting it. These parameters should

be similar every time the dog repeats the search in the same

environment (e.g., arena). Finally, professionals suggest that

handlers should need to minimally guide efficient DDs. This

criterion was directly correlated with dog independence. Thus,
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surveyed professionals considered an independent DD as efficiency.

This criterion has been highlighted in the published literature as

important, especially during DD selection (Martin et al., 2020). The

more you guide a DD, the more distracted the dog becomes

(Lazarowski et al., 2020). During the quantitative MAP in our

study, handlers were not allowed to give any instruction to their

dogs that were searching independently. Dependent dogs were

expected to make more mistakes during the quantitative MAP.

Ultimately, a clear definition and measure of DD independence

would help enhance the proposed method.

Finally, the rapidity of searches was ranked as a minor

important criterion, as the main goal of DDs is to locate the

target. Whether the dog is fast or not, is not relevant to the quality

of the dog’s work.

Conclusion

This study provided the first definition of performance in the

framework of DD work by professionals, and validated it through

objective trials. Future studies should implement DD performance

evaluation throughout the entire training process. This way of

monitoring performance would allow thresholds to be delineated

to identify efficient DDs, as well as to identify factors affecting

performance during conditioning (e.g., dog breed, gender, and

training aids).
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